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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, May 26, 2015 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond (includes $0.15/bu BN fee) 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12.0-13.0% 13.0-13.5% 14.0-14.5% 15.0-16% 

MWN5 553^2 S -15^4 3888 33083 -478 Basis MWN: NQ +70 +180/+185 +400/+425 

MWU5 564^2 S -15^6 1686 14127 +182 Info:   bid cars/cars cars/cars 

MWZ5 577^0 S -16^2 1417 13818 -162 Change:  unch up 10/up 15 up 50/up 25 

MWH6 589^4 S -16^2 322 6035 +108 Mpls Truck:  -30 +20 +45 

MWK6 598^4 S -15^6 258 1209 +23 Portland May-MWK June-MWN July-MWN Aug-MWU 

MWN6 603^4 S -14^6 60 303 +8 14%proBasis  +175/+220 +175/+220 +140/+190 +110/+150 

Totals:   7,637 68,720 -313  unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 1281 Options: 11 

Receipts on the Floor:   
47 cars and 2 trains 

Implied option vols: 
N: 27%, U: 28% Z: 25% 

Spot basis was much firmer on 14-15% pro. There are 522 
outstanding warehouse receipts from MWK deliveries.  

Commentary: 
Wheat attempted to resume last week’s rally last night on headlines of heavy rains in the southern 
plains and a new Russian export tax—of 1 ruble/tonne!—but there just wasn’t enough substance and 
the rally didn’t last through the night. Sharply higher trade in the USD today brought selling to 
commodities and wheat quickly broke, finding a rather large air pocket below the market. In typical 
wheat market fashion WN5 completed, in one day, a 50% retracement of the 460-530 rally that took 
two weeks to accomplish. Flat price volume was very heavy today. Today’s selling pressure could be 
index-related given the macro cue, but it is worth remembering that the managed money short that so 
recently was liquidating will be quick to reestablish those short positions as technical indicators are hit.  
 
Spring wheat ran into a round of scale down commercial bids on trade below last week’s lows, 
supporting MW and rallying intermarket premiums as heavy fund selling laid waste to Chicago and KC. 
KN/WN closed unch at 31 after failing again around the 35-cent level but MWN gained 6 ½ on WN and 
6 ½ cents on KWN with the disparate order flow. There is nothing independently friendly about spring 
wheat given higher acres, cool and wet growing weather, poor export demand, 500+ receipts of junk in 
Duluth, and updated forecasts calling for a much wetter pattern to unfold in dry areas of the Canadian 
prairies. However, there just isn’t the same pressure on hard, fund-driven down days, allowing MW to 
gain easily. The El Niño pattern appears to be taking hold in the northern plains, providing cool and wet 
conditions ideal for wheat. Crop conditions this afternoon show broad improvement with spring wheat 
rated good to excellent rising to 69% from 65% last week with the crop now 96% planted. 
Improvements were noted in all states except MT, which was down 1% in good. Corn is 74% g/e.  
 
SRW cash premiums were said to be sharply higher today in paper trade as cash shorts grow 
increasingly concerned about meeting quality specs. This should support the N/U spread, but so much 
remains unknown about how quality will shape up for both SRW and HRW that it makes it difficult to 
value futures today. Quality is generally bearish futures and calendar spreads, but if it gets to be so 
bad, as it was for SRW last crop year, then it becomes possible for the delivery mechanism to be the 
best means to originate a guaranteed quality spec. HRW crop conditions this afternoon were 
surprisingly unchanged from last week at 45% good/excellent. There is a strong seasonal tendency for 
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conditions to decline in May/June as the wheat heads out. Improvements in KS and TX offset declines 
in OK, CO, and NE. Steady crop conditions support the notion that the HRW crop is overall getting 
bigger even as rains result in crop losses in TX/OK. The increase in production in KS alone may be 
enough to offset losses in TX/OK. With export demand poor, it seems unlikely that KW will be able to 
sustain this 30-35 cent intermarket premium vs. SRW. If and when HRW values fall, the floor price for 
spring wheat will also fall. Canadian spring wheat will not risk losing market share to HRW and will price 
to compete, even if that means forgoing a quality premium to move the bushels. Expect MW/KW to 
remain in a broad 15-40 cent trading range with KW/W eventually declining as HRW harvest pressure 
surpasses that of SRW.  
 
–Austin Damiani 


